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PHILISTINES, fil lis'tinz, a mixed people
who in Biblical times inhabited the western
coast of Palestine. Their five chief cities,
Gaza, Gath, Ashdod, Ashkelon and Ekron,
formed a sort of confederation, under five
lords, or chiefs. The Philistines are frequent-
ly mentioned in the Bible as enemies whom
the Israelites constantly feared, and whom
they ultimately conquered under the leader-
ship of David. The giant Goliath and Deli-
lah, who betrayed Samson, were both Philis-
tines.
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PHILLIPS, wendell (1811-1884), an
American orator and reformer, was born at
Boston, Mass. He was graduated from Har-
vard College in 1831,
and was admitted to
the bar in 1834. How-
ever, the question of
the abolition of slav-
ery so absorbed his
attention that he de-
serted his profession
to champion that
cause. A speech in
Faneuil Hall, in
1837, against the
murderers of Love-
joy, at Alton, 111.,
made him at once the
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party; and thereafter, until Lincoln's Eman-
cipation Proclamation, he was a leader in the
struggle.
He also championed the cause of temper-
ance, of women's rights, of the Indians, of
prison reform and of labor. In 1870 he was
nominated for governor by the Prohibitionists
and the labor party. He was long a conspic-
uous lyceum lecturer, and his wit, use of epi-
gram and invective, as well as apt illustration,
place him in first rank among American ora-
tors. His addresses on Tousscdnt VOuver-
ture, The Lost Arts and The Scholar in a
Eepublic are notable examples of his power.
PHILOLOGY filofojy, or COMPARA-
TIVE PHILOLOGY, terms commonly used to
mean the science of language, otherwise called
Linguistic Science, or Linguistics. This
science treats of languages as a whole, of its
nature and origin, and of the different lan-
guages of the world in their general features,
attempting to classify and arrange them and
to settle in what relationship each stands to
the others. That every language has a life
 and growth is true in a sense, for languages
are continually in a state of change.
What is Language? A language is a sys-
tem of vocal sounds, through which ideas are
conveyed from person to person, in virtue
of the fact that certain ideas are attached
to, or belong to, certain sounds by a sort of
general understanding existing among those
who use the language. That there is any
natural law by which one idea belongs to one
vocal sound rather than to another can hardly
be affirmed, in view of the fact that if we se-
lect any one idea, we shall find that each of
the thousand languages of the world expresses
this idea by a different sound or group of
sounds. Indeed, ideas can be conveyed other-
wise than by vocal sounds, as witness the
elaborate sign language that has been devel-
oped in some communities and the finger lan-
guage of the deaf and dumb.
Origin of Languages. As to the origin of
language, nothing is really known. We sup-
pose that the earliest men had no language,
but having suitable organs for speech they
devised a language among themselves as a
means of intercommunication. We may con-
clude that the earliest attempts at speech were
either in imitation of the different sounds
heard in nature or that they were based on the
inarticulate utterances or cries by which hu-
man beings naturally gave vent to different
emotions. However language originally
arose, it is very certain that whatever lan-
guage we speak has to be acquired from oth-
ers who have already learned to speak it, and
that those others have similarly acquired it
from their predecessors, and so on backward
into the darkness of the remotest ages. Ev-
ery language is thus at our birth a foreign
language to all of us.
The science of philology is of modern ori-
gin, being hardly, if at all, older than the
nineteenth century. Already most valuable
results have been attained and a large num-
ber of languages have been studied and classi-
fied ; yet much remains to be done, and much
remains uncertain and must always remain so.
One great difficulty that the philologist has
to grapple with is that only a very few
tongues possess a literature dating from be-
fore the Christian Bra and that the greater
number have no literature at all.
Teutonic Group, Philology has succeeded
in showing that the English language is one
of a group of closely allied languages, which
are known by the general name of the Teu-

